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November 4, 1964

Dr. Albert B. Sabin
The Childrens Hospital

Research Foundation
Eiland Avenue and Bethesda
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Dear Albert:
Just read Defendi and Koprowski (Nature, August I, 1964) on polyoma anti-
gens in "hybridll cells. While suggestive, the conclusions are based on
pretty flimsy evidence.
We have a line of Schmidt-Ruppin hamster tumors (like your earlier SV 40
and polyoma) which is carrying iso-antigen(s) which are not virus-associated
that produces antibodies in a goodly number of hamsters. This antigen (or
perhaps two) can be found in human, mouse and rat tissues •.
When one performs enough control tests (as we do and you also), antigens
and sera having these nonspecific reactions can be recognized, taken into
account and eventually eliminated. However, workers in other labs using
a few borrowed relatively uncharacterized reagents blithely assume that
everything they observe must be specific. Mary Fink's recent observations
with hyperiavnune rabbit sera vs , rt1Quseand hymanleuk~mia worry me to dea...!b.a.-

'She has left out the most criticar' COQtcQl§. Her fluorescence (in the
nucleus)~f characteristic of the reactions with the mouse leukemia
virion which is~in the cytoplasm. I feel that some of the difficulties and
hazards of various serological approaches must be stressed in one or more
publications soon. I am sure you agree.-- ._----_.--_ ..
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Although we are not ready for a conference on this subject, we must assemble
and work up a great deal of data; when we are ready, I'd like to have you
come as a consultant (as on PPLO) for a day or two. I am sure you wi II
have much to reveal on this subject - as we will also. Perhaps we could
plan joint reports?
Kotin (NCI) is thinking of revIving the Cancer Virus Task Force. Would
you be interested in serving on it? With or without Melnick?



2.

As you know, Negroni Is agent is almost certainly a PPLO. The CPE can be
accounted for on this basis. His organism (and OPE) is suppressed by
aureomycin and kantrex.
This leaves Dafldorfls and Epsteinls agents still untested. Dalldorf
wonlt send his (prefers not to now - 1 have it in writing), and I just
wrote to Epstein.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Huebner, M.D., Chief
Laboratory of Infectious Diseases
National Institut~ of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases


